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Every Breath Sings Mountains is the seventh

Land, and the first issue to include more

than a single poet's response to a land-

scape. Brent Martin, Barbara Reimensnyder

Duncan, and Thomas Rain Crowe join their

unique and distinctive voices to praise South-

ern Appalachia's Great Smoky Mountains

— and to lament what's been lost. Together

with Robert Johnson's deceptively simple line

drawings, the poems describe a landscape

of outstanding biological diversity

and rich human history.

These are old mountains, their granite and

gneiss and limestone thrust up many millions

of years ago and eroded by wind and water to

the round-shouldered, oak-covered ridges of

today. Sheltered along those forested flanks

and among the creek-riven valleys are people

whose cultures and traditions have grown

directly from their long-standing relationship

with the land. Cherokee names grace the

landscape and call to mind a way of being

where, as Barbara Duncan writes, "all is

known, all is respected, all is used, all is part."

It is this sense of connectedness that empow-

ers the strand of stewardship embraced in

the region by many old and new residents,

old and new generations.

Part celebration, part lamentation, part call

to action, this collection of poems and the

commentary that concludes it offer a fierce

expression of love, and highlight the delicate

dance between natural richness and

human desire in a landscape of

extraordinary diversity.
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"We abuse land because we regard it

as a commodity belonging to us.

When we see land as a community

to which we belong, we may begin to use it

with love and respect.

"

— Aldo Leopold, A Sand County Almanac (1949) viii.

"Nature is not a place to visit, it is home.

"

- Gary Snyder, The Practice of the Wild (1990) 1.
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"A Sublimely Awful Scene

Come with me. Turn these pages for an hour or so, perhaps more than

once. Walk this landscape with me. Turn away trom the highway, from the clutter

of the developed world. Follow the creeks; find the sacred pool of the Raven Fork;

probe the hollows; make your way up the mountain sides — Douhletop, Roan,

Wayah Bald, Cold Mountain. Stand on the ridges, on the peaks of primordial

granite domes; look out over the echoing immensity, the blue haze, of the Great

Smoky Mountains. Imagine, with the eyes and ears of these poets — Brent Martin,

Barbara Duncan, Thomas Rain Crowe — what William Bartram once described as

"a sublimely awful scene of power and magnificence, a world of mountains piled

on mountains."

Here, in these poems, among these images and rhythms, pick your way

through the tall purple-pink clusters of Joe Pye weed. Don't mind the swallowtails

fluttering about. Like you, they seek nature's sweet nectar, a place, perhaps, where

one may feel truly at home, a landscape one may slowly drink in, a timeless place

where one, as Robert Frost put it, can "be whole again beyond confusion."

It is an ancient terrain. Back in a time imagined best by geologists, this

landscape was at the bottom of an ocean, the sand and sediment of its floor slowly

rising, compressing, consolidating into rock and mineral. The waters drained

away, wind scrubbed its surfaces, and plate tectonics held sway. These processes

continue even today. For the Cherokee, as Brent Martin reminds us in "Fever

in December," the land was given shape by "the great vulture," who, descended

from a primal land in the sky, created the mountains and valleys with the flap-

ping of his wings over the muddy earth. However one sees their formation, these

mountains are among the oldest the world knows, and yet in the geologically-

recent past of a million years or so the Southern Appalachians have been relatively

undisturbed. During the last ice age, alpine conditions took hold on the higher

crests, but glaciers failed to overwhelm the land and a mountain refuge for flora

and fauna was born in the Southern Appalachians. From the lowest point to just

over 6,600 feet at Mt. Mitchell, in ranges running southwest to northeast, diversity

became the norm. As Barbara Duncan points out, "driving from the Oconaluftee

River to the top of Clingman's Dome" is a trip taken through "all the climatic

zones between North Carolina and Canada," through "all the plants and animals

of more than half a continent."

In 1775 William Bartram, a Quaker naturalist from Philadelphia, journeyed

for months on horseback through this, then "exotic," terrain. Among other
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things, Bartram's Travels (1791) is a catalog of botanical diversity, with many species

first described and drawn by him for European science. Native Americans undeni-

ably already knew and utilized many of the plants. Historically, Bartram's narrative

is a sympathetic story of native populations — many of their customs and tradi-

tions described by him in great detail — struggling to survive as an unfamiliar and

disparate culture was imposed upon them.

As you turn the pages of this chapbook you will find yourself surrounded

by thickets ot rhododendron, azalea, laurel, and blackberry (in fact, berries of all

kinds — especially STRAWBERRIES in all their sweetness). Robert Johnson's fine

sketches also put us in place. We stand on the heights, among the trees, in the

fields with the rocks, acorns, and the veritable flowers and weeds: coneflowers,

cardinal flowers, bindweed, downy goldenrod, and many more. There are bees

in the "tiny white flowers" of the buckwheat, Little Brown Bats under the bridge

railings, insects clattering on screens. Listen too for the "sound of grouse wings

drumming in the woods," the "lightning crack of a storm," or the "murmur of

song sparrows" seeping from the river. Ash, spruce, locust, and pine trees; old

growth-new growth.

The woodcutter's axe, the miller's flume, stones stacked just so, boards

nailed in place, the timber tallied. Honest work all, yet even when viewed

benevolently do these images become glimpses of yet another tale to be told —

the inevitable effect of civilization's ongoing conflict with wilderness? In his after-

word, Thomas Rain Crowe clearly depicts the ongoing threat associated with the

rise of modern gated communities. People must live somewhere, yet all too often

it is a short step from communal need to personal greed. Throughout the region,

air and water pollution is already in evidence and the impact of destructive non-

native species is well underway. How soon the "old sofas, / washing machines, car

parts and garbage" foul the stream. How sluggish, then fixed, the flow becomes.

Surely the magnificent landscape depicted in these poems is threatened. If

words are significant, as poetry leads us to believe, then historically the region was

challenged from the moment of European conquest of native territory. The word

"Appalachian" was misapplied by early Spanish explorers who mistakenly extend-

ed their contact with the pre-Columbian Apalachee tribe of northwestern Florida

to these lands. Is not a failure to know one's place in the scheme of things a sure

harbinger of future perdition?

Given our past behavior toward the lands we live upon, how does one cope

with inevitable change? Active concern for the environment is certainly called for

— "What I stand for is what I stand on," says Wendell Berry — yet keeping the wild

intact will require no small measure of hope, even faith. Words DO have their



place; these poems focused on the awe-inspiring sublime of the Southern Appala-

chian mountains are shining proof.

Indeed, words in the service of landscape are the very foundation of Voices

from the American Land. If, as the Cherokee language insists, no appropri-

ate word for wilderness exists, that is not to say that words fail. It is to say that

wilderness and civilization are interconnected to the point of being inseparable.

"Nature," as Gary Snyder says, "is not a place to visit, it is home."

Or, as Barbara Duncan puts it:

we are all living

in the same world

and pray.

— Anthony Hunt

An editor for Voices from the American Land, Anthony Hunt taught graduate and

undergraduate courses in Nigeria, Maine, Puerto Rico, Poland, Croatia, and Taiwan.

His publications include his own poems and scholarship on various modern liter-

ary figures and movements, but the work of the contemporary American poet, Gary

Snyder, was the major focus of his academic research for over 25 years, culminating in

a book: Genesis, Structure, and Meaning in Gary Snyder's 'Mountains and Rivers Without

End' (Univ. of Nevada Press, 2004). He has read poems at the Church of Beethoven

in Albuquerque since its inception and teaches classes on poetry every Fall and Spring

for The Institute for Lifelong Learning for New Mexicans. Currently he is compiling a

book of his own poetry and completing a novel about Poland.
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Brent Martin

HOMEPLACE

Here is where Brush Creek at last frees itself

from State Highway 28

and shouts hallelujah as it races

into the wilds of the Needmore game lands.

Here the creek leaves behind its burden of old sofas,

washing machines, car parts, and garbage.

Here people were once free of the need

for such things; and here things were thrown

after the need was placed upon them.

My aging neighbor brings me here

to show me his old homeplace,

where Babe Burnett

shot Hoi Rose, the revenuer,

and was acquitted by a jury of his peers.

Kephart said it was the most remote cove

in the whole of Swain county.

Though a few scabs of gated communities

now wither on the otherwise intact landscape, it remains so.

Twenty-Eight was gravel then,

the Little Tennessee River unimpeded,

the park to the north just a dream

in Kephart's and Masa's minds.

There was another dream. Its dreamers built a dam

and converted the river into war planes and profit,

then snaked tentacles of electricity into the mountain hollows.

This roadside has bloomed the history of such decay.

Every autumn the joe-pye-weed and boneset

bleed beauty upon it and wait.
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Assisting the Bat Scientist

The table is set with measuring equipment,

chemicals for instruments, rubber gloves,

and plastic bags to carry our

contaminated clothes back home in.

We are instructed to wash them in certain liquids

that I will not endorse in a poem;

and as usual I am wondering

why I do things like this.

Nearby, three colonies of Little Brown Bats

are roosting under a bridge

above the Little Tennessee River,

where they know nothing of white nose fungus.

The lovely bat scientist who lives with the moon

is dropping a fine mesh net

over the railing; the river is a silver ribbon

and the sky is thick with mosquitoes, mayflies, and heat.

She tells us the fungus has been found

to the north, in the park's unbroken wilds;

it is a story told with a dark and uncertain end.

The bats swim into dusk, feed, return,

and leave us far into the night without answers.

Later we learn they are unaffected,

though the winter crevices to which they are heading

will likely spell their demise.

Trying to sleep in the strange swelter of September

we listen to insects clatter about the porch screens,

their steady octave permeating the nightfall.

When the bats are gone the sound will grow

and we too will navigate a newly diminished midnight.
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Fever In December

/ began to ascend the ]ore Mountains, which I at length accomplished,

and rested on the most elevated peak, from whence I beheld with rapture

and astonishment, a sublimely awful scene of power and magnificence,

a world of mountains piled upon mountains.

—William Bartram, upon reaching the highest peak of the Jore

[Nantahala] mountains, as quoted in Travels, his 1775 journey

through western North Carolina.

Tired of a winter illness and thick

with the news ofVic Chesnutt's death,

I fill a flask with warm whiskey and climb

the ridge-spine up to the Cowee's rugged crest.

Here are the old Grant fields,

where everyman's cattle was once welcome,

where now an unruly grove

of young tulip trees stands.

I hear a woodcutter down by the river,

the din of his axe ringing with rhythm.

He is splitting locust posts and singing

a lonesome song of samsara.

And before me there is the vast and static ocean

of the Nantahala and Unaka mountains,

where the great vulture once flew,

its giant wings flapping the muddy earth

into these rolling unbridled folds

from which Bartram retreated in awe.

The chorus rises into the rolling Alarka sky,

questions the soul oi the place, and waits.

Darkness coming on, I race the moon back down,

my inseparable spirit flying homeward

with a burning and raptured haste.
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Three Forks

At Three Forks, the Left Fork of Raven Fork seems relatively gentle and

benign, but by the time it gets there it has descended through some of the

most forbidding wilderness in the eastern United States from its source under

Tricorner Knob, on the backbone of the Smokies.

—Ted Alexander, timber cruiser and fishing guide, in Mountain Fever,

his 1920's account of working in the Raven Fork watershed.

We traverse the length of Breakneck ridge,

push through blackberry thickets

and spruce, only to retreat after hours

of rhododendron snarls and laurel hells.

On our second attempt, we discover the old manway.

Decades ago, above this rugged gorge,

the Ravensford Lumber company tallied the timber,

left it uncut, sold it off to the park.

After hours of struggle we arrive.

The three headwater streams greet each other

at the sacred pool, an entrance to another world.

The Cherokees say to swim here is good medicine.

Here the hungry torrent known as Raven Fork forms

and descends down to where the wild world leaves,

then peels away in layers of rust.

At sunset we stand before a small fire, full of trout and wine

and wonder for the future of this place.

What trees, what birds, will dwell here in a thousand years?

Uncertain, we speak only of hope —

two men standing here then, just as we are,

wood smoke, the forest hushed, a wood thrush

splitting apart the open and wondrous dusk.
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Barbara Reimensnyder Duncan

Shining Rock, in Cold Mountain Wilderness

First man and first woman

lived at Shining Rock, the Cherokee say,

below Cold Mountain.

When they got angry,

Creator made delicious fruits:

blueberry, raspberry, blackberry, huckleberry, cherry, gooseberry,

and finally STRAWBERRIES
to stop the woman in her tracks

to change her anger to longing

to change their love to sweetness.

They returned to Shining Rock

still glowing after dark.

They returned to their love,

still warm and giving off sparks.

Let us learn from them

let us go to Shining Rock

let us remember to turn from anger

with the sweetness of strawberries in our mouths.
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No Word for Wilderness

In Cherokee,

no word for wilderness.

All is known,

all is respected,

all is used,

all is part of our world.

Inage'i ehi, we say

of the deer, the bear

"Far away, they live."

Fast four days

and pray.

Walk thirty miles to kill a deer

and pray.

Offer tobacco in the path

and pray.

Carry it home — a hundred fifty pounds

and pray.

Feed your family, feed the old people,

live seven more days,

and pray

each day at sunrise, at sunset, at new moon.

No word for wilderness,

no separate worlds.

The spirits,

the little people

the animals, the plants,

the people,

we are all living

in the same world

and pray.
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Naming Place

English place names

clatter on our tongues

cacophonous gibberish:

Soco

Oconaluftee

Tusquittee.

They mean:

nothing.

They signify:

people were here, now gone.

The names remain, shadows.

Cherokee place names

speak truth musically:

sogwo ageyv'i

one creek

carves miles of valley;

egwoni nuhladi

fast river

dashes downhill from Kuwahi's creeks and springs

fifty miles to flat river bottom;

tusquittee — the house rafters in the old days,

shape of mountains above Hiwassee.

People — still here.

Mountains — still here.

Words — still here.

If you want to know the truth:

unpave the roads and walk old trails;

root up parking lots and see villages;

live here a thousand years

until every breath sings mountains.

On highway 81, two bald eagles -11/27/10
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Prayer for Patience

Patience

to sit and listen to a thunderstorm

like a symphony

from beginning to end, every note

Patience

to wait for the sun

to crest the ridge, to spark the treeline

to cast the shadows that measure the day

Patience

to watch for the new moon

through the dark nights

to walk to the place

to see it stand clear

in the west

Patience

to let my life unfold like a flower

like a flame reaching up

Patience

to rest my horses

at the end of the plowed row

Patience to be still and know

while wisdom

fills my basket

like light fills valleys

Patience like mountains.
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Thomas Rain Crowe

The Morning Woods

Into the night

the doors of the mountains swing.

Into the saloons of morning.

Where we see ourselves in branches

and in the voice of wilderness that sings.

Where for a million years

the trees have laughed at the wind

and the rivers made rock into rich black soil.

How quick the leaves change to crimson

from green, or back to green again

in the memory of a winter's blood.

Like the / in forest, or the t in trees,

the language of the morning woods takes form

from the scent of rain-soaked pine and

wilt becoming the bloom of flowers,

to the lightning crack of a storm.

Where a bouquet opens

from what would once have been weeds and

blue moss throbbing in the deep shade,

the compost of a wren's nest

sets fire in the peat of loam.

Where what was once short

turns now to something long.

And spring turns to summer

in the sound of song.
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Mingus Mill

Over rock and gravel bed

Mingus Creek runs fast through the tall trees.

Diverted by a makeshift dam,

it turns to the right

into a millrace lined with boards.

An "Appalachian aqueduct,"

race becomes flume

and flume becomes water's trestle as

it flows downhill to the mill.

Old man Mingus owned the land,

but Sion Early planned and built the building

to custom-grind the grains and corn.

Inside the mill

with its hoppers, boxes, and large white stones,

the wheat was threshed in bolting chests

and squirrel-cage smut machines,

only to lie a foot deep on the floor.

The corn ground and stored in bins,

sifted and bagged for sale —

With turbine rusted and penstock in ill-repair,

the miller says he can't grind my Cherokee corn.

"Won't be millin' 'til spring —

when we've raised enough money

to 'aplace the pipe and put some power in them gears,"

he says in apologetic tone.

I'll have to go, now, to Tennessee

to grind my blue and white corn.

Almost dusk, the miller closes the gate

on the flume, and the water flows

over the old wooden boards like a falls.

Great Smoky Mountains National Park - 2010
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Conservation

Let the god-knows-what be brown as earth

on skin and bone

Let the young morning become soft night and the disappearing dew

become stone

Let the open nectar of flowers be like bald meadows

high on The Roan

Let the murmur of song sparrows seep from rivers

melted with frost and fire

Let wet smoke bloom and dance after soft rain goes wild

blushing at blue wind fecund of flickers and rise higher

Roan Mountain - Fall 2010
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The Saw-Mill Shack

for John Lane

I have come to this land,

how many years.

Alone, and for many months,

I have built this saw-mill shack.

Stone stacked and mortared on stone,

logs laid and joyned in joints,

rough oak boards nailed to beams and rafters

with 9 inch spikes.

Eat lunch each day listening to

rushing stream running over rocks,

through rhododendron, off Doubletop Mountain.

Sound of grouse wings drumming in the woods —

With roof on, windows in,

and woodstove sitting in the hearth,

I stand outside gazing at what

these hands have done.

(An old chimney, still standing and covered in vines,

now a place to live.)

Tired from labor and a body

too old for work.

Lay another flat, smooth stone into the outyard wall.

John's Creek, Jackson County, NC — December, 2001
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Bees in the Buckwheat

After the hurricane:

sky blue, wind blowing,

honey bees buzzing

atop the tiny white flowers.

Sugar Creek Gap - September, 2004
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Where I Livt, and What I Live For . .

.

Brent Martin: I live in the Cowee community, on the edge ot one of the

largest National Historic Districts in western North Carolina. Cowee translates as

"Deer Clan" in Cherokee; the community overlays what was once the diplomatic

capital of the Middle Town Cherokees. The ceremonial mound here — recently

purchased by the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians with great community sup-

port and celebration — was Cowee's ancient center.

The hallmark of the landscape here is the free-flowing Little Tennessee

River, a magnificent assemblage of aquatic species which remain in relatively good

health due to an equally magnificent assemblage of private and public protected

lands along its banks. When William Bartram visited here in 1775 he described

Cowee as "one of the most charming mountain landscapes perhaps anywhere to

be seen." And it is to this day.

The Nantahala National Forest, ranked fourth in the nation for threats

from development, accounts for half of the county's land base. Sprawl continues

to invade the area as Atlanta grows northward and plans for two new interstates to

bisect this rich and storied land move forward.

As Southern Appalachian Program Director for The Wilderness Society, I

strive daily for a future with more protected wild lands, working farms and forests,

and resilient rural communities. Growing threats from climate change in southern

Appalachia (record drought, record temperature highs and lows, record rainfall,

all within the span of a few years), along with the loss of eastern Hemlock and

high elevation Spruce-Fir forest, require creativity and commitment in order tor

species and communities to adapt. Our challenge is to keep the elements of this

landscape intact as we cope with the changes to come.

Barbara Reimensnyder Duncan: Soft, blue, these mountains rise ridge

upon ridge disappearing into a distance of convoluted immensity. I can't begin to

imagine how to traverse this hazy puzzle. On foot, or by horse, or even in a car. If I

drive as fast as I can, and if I find the right road, it still takes more than two hours

in any direction to reach a plain. It makes me glad.

The southern Appalachians encompass both the delicate miniscule petals

of the first rue anemone blooming in the spring and the giant granite domes of
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Panthertown Valley and Looking Glass Rock — volcanic cores weathered over

hundreds of millions of years into domes streaked with mica.

From the tropical river cane that lines river banks — the mountains' lowest

points — flora and fauna transform vertically into all the climatic zones between

North Carolina and Canada. I can drive from the Oconaluftee River to the top of

Clingman's Dome and pass through all the plants and animals of more than half

a continent. It makes me dizzy. And happy.

Glaciers never smoothed these mountains, only time. And somehow I feel

loosed from time here, where a tiny lichen lives for millennia.

The Cherokee people say they have lived here forever — that the Creator put

them here and gave them their language and customs. Here they knew and named

every river, gap, plant, animal, tree, spirit, and sprite — and they live here still. I

am grateful for their company.

Europeans labeled these mountains with the name of The Apalachees, a

tribe who lived on the Gulf of Mexico. Optimistic explorers extended their reach

five hundred miles too far. The name stayed, but the tribe no longer exists.

If I followed the Appalachians north and east long enough, I would come

to the place where I was born. Two huge rivers meet and form the Susquehanna,

carved by glacial runoff. But I came south, because here I feel whole. Here I

feel home.

Thomas Rain Crowe: I moved back to the mountains of North Carolina

in 1979 thinking that things would be pretty much the same as they were when I

grew up here as a boy. I was wrong. Some changes have been positive, such as the

increased presence of Land Trust organizations and the prominent rise of local

farmers markets. Yet not everything is good. In recent years subdivision develop-

ment has become an issue for almost every county in western North Carolina. The

region beckons more and more people who wish to move from large urban cities

to rural areas or who desire second homes here. Few counties in the western part

of the state have land use regulations and have become "open season" for specula-

tors and developers.

In the community of Tuckasegee where I live, I have seen this "invasion" up

close and personal. No fewer than three mega-developments are growing a little

more than a stone's throw from my home. These are gated communities with

lots selling for a half-million dollars and houses with prices in the millions. Less
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than 100 feet from my 130-year-old farmhouse, a developer from Florida bought

60 acres and set about attaining a mining permit. His idea was to establish a rock

quarry and gravel crushing operation to service the developments and the miles

of roads either being built or in planning stages. My neighbors and I organized a

grassroots organization — the United Neighbors of Tuckasegee. It took us two and

a half years to stop the rock quarry project. Yet the landscape has changed. Large

McMansions litter the mountainsides like a pox, and the projects of these develop-

ers have caused property taxes to rise tremendously on private land in Tuckasegee,

putting a financial strain on many local residents, some ofwhom have been here

for generations.

Four years ago, local activists brought about the election of four progressive

men to our Board of County Commissioners. Their vision helped to create strict-

er land use regulations, including steep slope and subdivision ordinances. Jackson

County now has the strictest land use regulations in the state of North Carolina.

For the moment, we are enjoying respite from our constant battle with "progress"

and "free market capitalism." However, recent elections (2010) have replaced our

progressive Board of County Commissioners with a majority of anti-regulation

realtors and conservatives who threaten to dismantle the strict regulations.

While the battle has temporarily ended, the war is not over. We that live

here, sleep here, work here, vote here, marry here, have children here, grow gar-

dens here, and are buried here love our place, and will fight on to protect the land

that nurtures and nourishes us. May it — the land — continue... .
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for The Wilderness Society, based in Sylva, NC. Prior

to that he was the Associate Director for The Land

Trust for the Little Tennessee and Executive Director of

Georgia Forestwatch. He is a recipient of the Southern

Environmental Law Center's James S. Dockery Envi-

ronmental Leadership Award, and holds a B.A. and

M.A. in History from Georgia State University. He has

published two collections of poetry, Poems from Snow Hill

Road (New Native Press, 2007) and A Shout in the Woods

(Flutter Press, 2010). His essay, "The Dividing Spring," was recently published in

Wildbranch Anthology (University of Utah Press, 2010), and other essays and poems

have appeared in Pisgah Review, Tar River Poetry, Chattahoochee Review, New Southerner,

Tiger's Eye, North Carolina Literary Review, and elsewhere. He lives in the Cowee com-

munity of western North Carolina.

BARBARA R. DUNCAN, Ph.D., works as Education

Director at the Museum of the Cherokee Indian in

Cherokee, N.C. Her books include the Cherokee Heri-

tage Trails Guidebook (with co-author Brett Riggs) which

received the Preserve America Presidential Award, and

Living Stories of the Cherokee which received the Thomas

Wolfe Literary Award and World Storytelling Award.

She recently received the Brown Hudson Award from

the North Carolina Folklore Society. She is the author

of other books and publications, including a chapbook of poetry, Crossing Cowee

Mountain (New Native Press, 2008). A singer and songwriter, many of her songs

address environmental concerns. She has two grown children and lives on a tribu-

tary of the Tuckasegee River.
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THOMAS RAIN CROWE is an internationally-pub-

lished poet and essayist, the author or thirty books of

original and translated works. He was a founding editor

of Katuah Journal: A Bioregional Journal of the Southern

Appalachians, which Gary Snyder called the best biore-

^fl gional publication in the U.S. His memoir, Zoro's Field:

My Life in the Appalachian Woods (Univ. of Georgia Press,

BWk lv» I 2005), won the Southern Environmental Law Center's

prestigious Philip D. Reed Award for Outstanding Writ-

ing on the Southern Environment for 2006. The memoir, written in the style of

Thoreau's Walden, is based on four years (1979 to 1982) of self-sufficient living in

a wilderness environment in the woods of western North Carolina. He has been a

featured writer for such regional publications as Green Line, Wild Mountain Times,

and the Mountain Xpress and currently writes about culture, community and the

environment for the Smoky Mountain News. As an activist, since 1979 he has been

involved with organizations such as The Canary Coalition (Clean Air), AMUSE
(Artists and Musicians United for a Safe Environment), and Project to Protect

Native American Sacred Sites in the southern Appalachians. He has served on the

boards of the Southern Biodiversity Project, Western North Carolina Alliance,

and the Environmental Leadership Council for western North Carolina. His

most recent book of essays and articles is entitled The End of Eden: Writings of an

Environmental Activist (Wind Publications, 2008). His literary archives have been

purchased by the Duke University Special Collections Library. He lives in the

mountain farming community of "Little Canada" along the Tuckasegee River in

the Smoky Mountains of western North Carolina.

ROBERT JOHNSON studied with Karl Knaths and

Mark Rothko in the 1960s. He received his graduate

degree in painting at Mills College (CA) before moving

"back to the land" to the Celo community in the Smoky

Mountains of western North Carolina as part of a 1,200

acre land trust and intentional community where he

still resides. His work has been described as "a blend

of pantheism and Deep Ecology" with its focus on the

"recording of our vanishing, wide-open natural environ-

ment." While his focus has been primarily the Southern Appalachian Blue Ridge

region, he has also explored and painted ecosystems as diverse as those found in

Ecuador, Panama, Peru, and New Zealand. His work has been exhibited and col-

lected widely in galleries and museums from Washington, D.C., to Georgia.
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Mission Statement

The mission of Voices from the American

Land is to bring the prestige and imaginative

power of contemporary poetry, both spoken

and in print, to bear on the defense of signifi-

cant lands and landscapes of North America.

An activity of the Center for the Study of

Place, a tax-exempt organization, the Voices

program thereby seeks to revive and amplify a

dominant tradition in American letters — the

poetry of place — via local readings, chapbook

publication, and educational activities.

Volunteer editors, with the help of an advi-

sory council, select the locales — outstanding

natural and cultural landscapes — and the

poets who can vividly reveal these landscapes.

Three chapbooks are published each year,

and in each locality a series of readings, co-

sponsored by literary, civic, and conservation

organizations, plus readings at community

libraries and high school and college classes,

take place after publication.

The program is supported primarily by

"Voices Associates," a distinguished group

of member-subscribers who provide annual

donations of $50 to $500 and receive, in

turn, a complimentary subscription to the

chapbooks. Those contributing $100 or more

are listed by name in the chapbooks issued

during their term of membership.

For more information, including ways

to participate in the program and to order

back issues, please visit

www.voicesfromtheamericanland.org

or write the editors at

Voices from the American Land

Box 1297, Taos, NM 87571.



"Here, in these poems, among these images and rhythms, pick your way

through the tall purple-pink clusters of Joe Pye weed. Don't mind the

swallowtails fluttering about. Like you, they seek nature's sweet nectar,

a place, perhaps, where one may feel truly at home, a landscape one may

slowly drink in, a timeless place where one, as Robert Frost put it,

can 'be whole again beyond confusion'."

— from the "Introduction" by Anthony Hunt

"For those of us who love these mountains, this volume is a crucial

reminder of what we have, and how easily it can be lost. Every Breath

Sings Mountains is small in size but large in wisdom."

— Ron Rash, author of Serena

"Thanks be for three poets, three voices, three graces upon

our mountains. Smell the forests, hear the creeks, taste the strawberries.

A beautiful book for parlous times."

—Wayne Caldwell, author of Cataloochee and Requiem by Fire

"Like three clear springs descending from the same high mountain ridge,

the poems of Brent Martin, Barbara R. Duncan, and Thomas Rain

Crowe reveal the complex and diverse contemporary world of the South-

ern Appalachians. These poems, drawn from three distinct and engaging

sensibilities, are full of what one might expect to find in the mountains

— old tools, shacks, wild fruit, thickets, fast rivers, and even the enduring

voices of the Cherokee — but they also reveal the vision and persever-

ance of 'new natives.' There is protest here, and hard-headed resistance

to loss of culture, species, and wild land. We need these kinds of poems

more now than ever."

—John Lane, author of Abandoned Quarry: New & Selected Poems
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